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The Right Protection You Need... The Right People To Insure It!
Stockman Insurance is a full service agency offering all lines of insurance including home, auto, life,
business, and liability. As a “Trusted Choice” Independent Agency, Stockman Insurance has the
resources, experience, knowledge, and ability to design the right protection you need, at the most
competitive price. - KC Keith, Vice President/General Manager
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Most common Homeowners claims in MT
and how to limit risk or avoid them altogether
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Wind is the most common claim filed in Montana. We must face the
facts that Montana is a windy place. Some relatively simple ways to prevent a
wind claim are to make sure that other materials are secured or stored in a
protected area (garage, etc). Also keeping your roof(s) in good condition will
help limit claims.

Conn Forder
Agent

Water damage is the second most common claim in Montana.

Although frozen pipes are not always preventable a lot of these claims can be avoided. A recent poll
given to 2,500 households with water damage claims this past year indicated homeowners were
aware of a weakness 68% of the time before the incident happened. Prevent pipes from freezing, and
get those little drips fixed. Under the sink is not the preferred storage area for a bucket.

Hail is the third most common cause of loss in Montana, and it is the hardest to prevent. This is

our version of the tornado or hurricane. When Mother Nature gets fired up there isn’t a whole lot that
can be done. Keeping autos stored inside or in a protected area is the best protection. The best suggestion for protecting your home is using good quality-climate recommended products when replacing
your roof or siding.

Theft is the fourth most common cause of loss with Montana homeowners. Keeping doors and

windows locked is the first deterrent for would be thieves. Unfortunately, jewelry, china, and guns
typically are not scheduled and therefore, are only compensated at the policy limits. Policy limits vary
between insurance companies. A Safe is the best answer for protecting your valuables and stopping
potential theft in its track.

All Other Physical Damage is broad in scope and covers things like the tree branch

that rubs on the siding or roof of your home, or the lawn mower pitching a rock through the picture
window. Home Inspectors of America, recommends you set aside 15 minutes every month to inspect
the inside and outside of your home to notice these types of hazards. This good advice could save you
hundreds and even thousands of dollars in avoiding future claims.
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www.stockmanbank.com/stockmaninsurance.aspx

Testimonial: Josie Hofstad, Loan Administrator - Great Falls Ag Dept.
I have been with Stockman Insurance since they opened their branch here in Great Falls
in 2008 and let me just say.. beats all competitors.
My husband and I were previously with Farm Bureau, with whom at the time, offered the
most competitive rates in town.
I had Conn take a look at our policy to see what he could do and he searched all of the
many companies and packages offered with Stockman Insurance and found us the best
rates and perfect set up for what we were looking for,
which was mostly.. saving money (and who doesn’t like to
save money??). And that’s just what he did. We saved
$200.00 a year by switching to Stockman Insurance.
Aside from saving money, I get the extremely helpful and
true personal customer care from Nancy and Conn whenever I need it. None of that #1-800 business. They are just
a quick phone call away (or in my case 20 feet away) and
always available and happy to answer my questions. I
can’t tell you how great it is to work with them and with
being right next to their office, I witness first hand the
many new and existing customers that just love them!

EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT
Rod Kosmicki
Stockman Insurance Agent - Worden

Rod Kosmicki
has been an
agent for Stockman Insurance
in Worden since
1996. With
over 38 years
experience in
the insurance
industry, Rod
has a wealth of knowledge and experience and is a tremendous asset to
Stockman Insurance. In addition to

his insurance experience, Rod was an
owner of a tax preparation business
for over 22 years.
He is a past commander of American
Legion Post 188; and current member
of the Veterans of Foreign Wars, and
Elks organization. Both Rod and his
wife Teresa enjoy following their 2
daughters and 6 grandchildren to all
their many activities across both Montana and North Dakota. Rod is an
avid golfer and sports enthusiast.

NOT FDIC INSURED - NOT A DEPOSIT ACCOUNT OR OTHER OBLIGATION - NOT GUARANTEED OR INSURED BY
ANY DEPOSITORY INSTITUTION OR AFFILIATE - NOT INSURED BY ANY FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY,
EXCEPT FOR FEDERAL FLOOD INSURANCE OR FEDERAL CROP INSURANCE. THIS AGENCY IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY PROVIDER AND EMPLOYER.
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